
Stardrops  -  March 22 -28, 2020 

March 20 - 21 begins   Saturn enters Aquarius  through  March 2023

Beginning March 20, a powerful theme begins, Saturn moving into Aquarius.  The energy of 
this cycle is experienced everywhere. It inspires people to band together, be of one unified 
mind and heart, Saturn acts like the leader we need but sometimes resist listening to. It 
will release our marching orders in the revolutionary sign of Aquarius.

 A revolution is going on. 

Saturn, as all planets, has an up and downside to it, so we'll explore both activities below. 
Revolutionary progressive change, implementing radical ideas and activities, bringing 
inspiration and action  into communities in order to improve on a national, global and 
individual ( person by person ) level, increasing progress in  situations we find ourselves 



living in, beginning now.  Aquarius is social groups and connecting to others, Saturn restricts
or warns. Things will changed in these areas of life.. 

Innovation and transformation from one kind of life into a new way of life and thinking;  
one social climate bending into a new way. Now it is incredibly challenging, yet there is 
promise it will evolved into a  higher, more truthful community,  a fresh new and more 
transparent and logical way.   The Global Community is passing through a Saturn in Aquarius
initiation from March 20 2020 – March 2023.

Everyone born with Saturn in Aquarius senses this inner tension with their friends and social
pressure, the honor to support, help, make better their friends' lives, their work, 
household, money, community and environment. ( The latest generation born 1991-1993)  
Now the entire world is going through this pressure.

Now, we all receive the impetus to do better and reveal how deeply we all effect each 
other. 

Similar to the Saturnian initiations people receive when they have been pummeled by their 
own  Saturn assignments in life, the world is now receiving a global pummeling, leading to 
hopefully, a more transparent, honorable and happier way of life, for each person and how 
we treat each other and the planet.  The biggest wake up would be how Saturn in Aquarius 
is revealing the truth of stepping up responsibilities involved in any high medical science or 
tech activities, and how one person's actions ( or several in a group agreement ) could 
impact the entire human race.

Saturn handles all authoritative decisions guiding governments, community efforts, 
agencies, non profit organizations, clubs, groups, societies and social settings, where a 
common theme of bettering themselves and/or the community is the goal.

MONEY AND BUSINESS

The  economic structure is shifting into a brand new way of life, as several transits 
influence situations so huge in the world, we can't comprehend at this point yet, what is 
exactly going on during these times explained below. Certain positive activities expand and 
take aggressive action in financial situations beginning in one area, then  spreading 
throughout the world.  
This Saturn in Aquarius is being amplified by the Uranus in Taurus for the next six years or 
so. ( Saturn squaring Uranus only in 2021).  ( Will go through many of these subjects in more
detail in Starfires article.)

This combined energy of Saturn and Uranus in 2021, will be a moment where change is 
pushed into place, changing the old way money has been looked at.These old patterns  
must yield to a new innovative matrix. The pressure is the resistance seen in the square. 

I've been watching develop for a few years ( since 2016 -2018 ) the introduction of radical 
change to our global and national economic systems, without disrupting our everyday 
business and function of the population. This cycle we are in now, is increasing the power 



of those shifts and will continue through 2026...however, the  major disruptions right now, 
with loss of jobs, doors closing, lay offs and businesses shutting down has been triggered 
from other cycles. This cycle of Uranus would not have resulted in such extreme disruption 
in early 2020 if the U.S. Charts had not received devastating Pluto aspects #1, and #2, the 
ominous Transiting Hades  conjoining the Transiting North Node ( the public being negatively
disrupted by a dark energy ) had not occurred. This is my personal belief. 

This financial and social change  began in 2019, escalating in 2020-2021 and continue 
throughout Uranus' cycle in Taurus up through 2026, ( our values, money, metals, gold, 
silver, our value of each other  and all things we deem of worth).

The initial awkward  adjustments, creating unpopular uncomfortable and rather difficult
situations, which hopefully leads to a higher smoother and more real way of life could be 
during the following: 

Transit of Saturn  in Aquarius inconunct the Moon's Node in Cancer/ 
Gemini

March 15 – April 30, 2020  
May 10- July 30, 2020

Sep 10- 30, 2020 

(The dates above, can be challenging for us, disruptive and create 
frustration, some anxieties and confusion...yet, I have a very strong 
feeling, there are several layers of events taking place which are 
incredibly good, while at the same time, there are also layers of dark 
activities which are attempting to counteract and introduce very negative
things into the world, all at the same time. 

Do not worry, we are amazingly powerful, and your very own heart and 
soul alone is magnetizing positive invincible change into the world to 
defeat any threat from any direction now.)

This cycle presents several challenging adjustments with maintaining one's security, self 
sufficiency for the future, yet still looking out for each other in that beautiful Aquarian 
Way.  From now on, have as much self sufficiency in your homes as you can.  This Uranus is 
all part of the economic changes the markets, the oil etc.  During the periods above, the 
dates of frustrations and challenging adjustments causing disruptive emotions and some 
disruptions and inconveniences with the public.  



Beginning mid-December 2019, peaking March 2020 for the first time   in the United 
States Conceptional and Natal Charts, the U.S. are experiencing extremely hard astrology 
from two transits. 

Two similar Pluto transits - one, an opposition to the United States 
Conceptional 1776 Mercury at 24* Cancer, and the second one, Pluto 
making a square to the United States Natal 1789 Chart's Mercury at 24* 
Aries. And imagine, both Mercuries are in the 8th house.  

What does the 8th house represent? 

The 8th house is a financial house, where sharing, negotiations, deals, import/export, 
production/sales/price arrangements are carried out. 

The 8th house can be taxation and agencies or corporations where thepeople owe money to,
or should receive money from. It rules other countries' support to us, or our promise to 
other countries of economic support. It rules two people joining their money, goals or 
agendas merged into a plan or desired outcome. 

It involves sharing things, being in something “together” such as tech, goods, medical 
sharing or partnerships. 

It rules also underground dangerous activities and the arrangements with other countries, 
that are kept in secret which  involve both parties getting something out of the deal usually
having multi-layers of agendas, motives and goals. 

The U.S. 8th houses do not necessarily involve an entire department participating in these 
deals and financial arrangements, but possibly only a few individuals, or a country, being 
paid to produce or deliver something to the other country, for enormous amounts of money.
Remember, the 8th house is secrets, exchange, it rules death, some medical, and the part of
individuals and the country carrying untransmuted desires.

 Remember, once in approximately 243 years, beginning last December in 2019,  becoming 
exact in March 2020 with the full power of interference in our nations economic areas of 
the charts, this astrology cycle is a double action, one for  the dismantling and 
disentangling of many corrupt activities and areas of power in economic, product exchange,
secret exchanges deals, financial activities including whatever agencies could be a 
conglomerate of power dictating how money flows and from where, along with all 
resources, banks and any dependence upon other countries' support for crucial products 
such as Pharmaceuticals.  ( or other countries' dependent upon the U.S. ).  

AND/OR....

the unleashing of certain dark activities in order to manipulate world events for their own 
purposes ( which to some may seem unbelievable, but true). These dark activities are 
released by dark forces who work through ignorant people. The good people around the 

https://www.politico.com/news/2019/12/20/policymakers-worry-china-drug-exports-088126


world are then subjected to these dark agendas and activities and the intense blackness of 
energy behind them. I think the horrible energy that moves behind a Pluto oppose natal 
Mercury is enough to break someone.  There needs to be powerful intercession employed 
throughout a Pluto oppose Mercury. Imagine an entire nation receiving this astrology cycle.

The people are under attack.

So you understand, these transits, including the return of the Pluto conjoin Conceptional 
Pluto in the 1776 chart, is huge. These cycles are so powerful, they impact the globe.  They
only occur once in every 240- 260 years.

The push back upon these heavy energies by people who desire to strategically remove 
these cells and core darkness once and for all, is stronger that the manipulators, and will 
win in the long run. 
Typically, both are in operation; the strategy of dark, building over the years to unleash this
tsunami of destruction and manipulation on many levels against people all over, and the 
operation of taking them out and pushing back this wave of energy and ALL their activities 
until they are completely defeated. 

These transits are influencing the world. 

A client of mine asked how it's possible the U. S. Transits could be paralleling the entire 
global crisis?   

I always believed from 2000 on, the return of the Pluto at 27* Capricorn conjoined the U. S.
Conceptional Chart's Pluto at 27* Capricorn, in 2021 -2023 in the 2nd house of economy, 
banks, money, and oppressive manipulations of the  people, the people's assets, money, 
worth and value was going to go through the  second house, will create another  American 
revolution, but this time in 2021, it would be a revolution experienced throughout the 
entire world.  People will have had enough, and will push back. It will begin building years 
before, escalating throughout the 2020's.  
It has begun this year, and won't stop until we're free of he lies and manipulation. 

 The world will never be the same again. 

An update on the U. S. Chart's Pluto transits will be uploaded on STARFIRES in another 
article, but for now, I'm giving you a glimpse of how important these cycles are.

The first article will be Saturn in Aquarius as we are including in this Stardrops,  and how it 
moves through your own natal charts, also, the Transits of Pluto in Capricorn oppose the 
one U.S. Chart's Mercury, and square the other U.S. Charts' Mercury, and lastly, the return of
the Pluto in the 1776 chart's 2nd house of banking, value and gold backing of currency, ( the 
2nd house) BlockChain currency,and how it is all paralleling the increase of the awakening 



consciousness in people all over the world. 

More Saturn in Aquarius qualities we will experience...

This Cycle of Saturn brings to all of us an increase of truth, investigation, objectivity, 
thoughtful research in order to improve upon every important activity. 

Motivation to seek out friends, loved ones, coordinating in teams.
Bonding with people who have similar values. 

People look towards the future for:

• Greater preparedness not just for self, but loved ones, friends and our global
community,  in every way.

• Group or community independence and self sufficiency
• Rapid Breakthroughs in Science, Medicine and technological Reveals.
• Innovative business transformations and improvements.
• Freedom from past Financial indulgence and waste.
• New visions for increasing youthfulness, circulation and meridian flow.
• Honesty, frankness and emphasis upon truth for improvement in all relationships
• Honoring individuality, each person's unique characteristics and cherishing eccentric,

unusual, vibrant stand out positions, bold truthful and genius  statements made which
make a difference in providing a higher vision of how beautiful life could be lived.

• Abandoning the old and archaic systems and believes, replacing things with modern
upgraded, Everything.

More Transits for this week:

March 30-31  Mars moves into Aquarius and conjoins Saturn in Aquarius 0* will be two or 
three days of some form of block, barricade, frustration. Mars is always wanting to move 
forward, but Saturn throws up walls, and many restrictions clearly in your way of your 
freedom.  
More restrictions of movement could be in place beginning on these days  A frustration for 
many.   

March 22   Mercury at 3* Pisces sextile at Uranus  3* Taurus  - Productive brilliant 
conversations, sharing ideas which have higher purpose, breakthroughs during urgent 
conversations

March 22   Venus at 18* Taurus sextile Neptune at 18* Pisces 
Loving sensitivity, compassion, generously helping others, and receiving love and sweetness 
from others towards you.  All things medical, food, money, necessary possessions are 
acquired, given, shared or received.  Spiritual inspiration, psychological understanding. 
Love.



Movies, documentaries, artistic and music upliftment bring loveliness into our lives

March 21-23    Mars at 23-25* Capricorn conjoin Pluto at 24* Capricorn 
Intense decision regarding finance and business. Hard strategies, systems in place. 
Streamline, austerity, budget, living with less. Productive actions taken in order to continue
one's functionality and move towards goals, but with a new power to increase and expand 
finance, money, projects, accomplish even more than one thought was required. This is a 
push towards laser zeroing in on accomplishing many things that must be done.  A heavy 
time for either some authority level enforcing power in an extreme way, and/or an intense 
time for those in authority who execute their power, launching a campaign to transform and
push back some silent invisible enemy. 

March 23-24  Sun in Aries square Nodes at 3 Cancer/Capricorn
The restrictions, interference and execution of intense powers, is in square, conflict, with 
the regular normal moods and sense of well-being of the public.
This cycle could enhance an additional heaviness of confusion and blockages for people.
Aries' normal impulsive spontaneous need to move, be busy, fulfill ones' inspiration is in  
conflict with power and  control, rules and order. 
 Frustrations over conflict over ones' needs versus others' heavy hand, rules, opinions or 
overriding personality or behavior, is a problem for a few days.

March 26  Mercury semi-square Jupiter and Venus semi-square Hades – and March 27 
Mercury semi-square Pluto -   
Mildly irritating experience of not knowing what to believe. Frustrating feelings regarding 
social situations and others' annoying opinions. You disagree mostly with what others are 
saying or telling you, and your intuition is strongly feeling otherwise.  Conflicts between the
outer narrative versus what you are personally intuitively experiencing or going through 
versus how they dictate how you should think or live. 

March 27 – 28     Venus at 23-24*  * Taurus trine Jupiter and Pluto at 23 and 24* Jupiter
This brings a positive energy towards organized positive sane plans and activities put into 
motion for others.
It can also assist in beautifying environment, expanding your happy social connections, 
music and entertainment.  A strong desire to take care of what is in your own possession, 
such as your own talents, skills, resources, items and materials enhancing a sense of 
productivity in your life. If you look around, you have more than you know.  Yes, somehow, 
this one cycle can be helpful and just as powerful in spite of the above heavy cycles.

Jupiter in Capricorn  conjoin Pluto at 24* Capricorn :

March 25 - April 15  ( April 4 exact,)
June 18 – July 10, 2020; 
November  1-20, 2020 

Remember, conjunctions create action. They appear like a sudden impetus, compulsion, or 



a shot of a gun at the start of a race. When two or more planets are lined up one in front of
the other,  they give the appearance of a blending of the two energies. 

They become more powerful when Jupiter is part of the conjunction, 
because whatever Jupiter touches it maximizes its outflow of influence. 

Jupiter can also involve legal, bills passed, laws put into place, and also bending social 
opinions and maintaining social environment  and order such as the reigning of the 
population by inspiration, rules, laws or psychological tactics. 
On the other hand, it can inspire, code, clue in to higher order, ethics, justice, and a 
powerful cycle of the beginning of amazing social freedom.

Pluto is consolidated power. It is experienced as a deep transformative power which re-
organizes, powerfully consumes, transforms, molds and moves matter, money, economic 
systems, agencies, moves marriages, families, systems, businesses or laws into another 
situation, identity or form than how it was before.  

Pluto has its own internal power propelling its energy into a whirling relentless movement, 
targeting anything that has been a system of power and structure, in a big way....and Pluto 
in Capricorn does it through all systems, government regulations, major areas of economic 
power, agencies and organizations.  

Pluto can act as one person making decisions which override all old ways or systems.
Pluto in Capricorn conjoin Jupiter deeply and permanently will change the way people 
think in their businesses, schools, education, finances and press everyone to take action 
( that conjunction ) towards streamlining and transforming anything out of sorts and not 
functioning well, into a higher level of functionality. 
In times of normal ease, it's a simple helpful cultural upgrade of some sort....in times like 
these which we are faced with now, it could be serious enforcing of many forms of 
regulations mandated, but also positive actions taken through passing certain laws which 
block and remove corruption.

Globally, it changes culture on the dates above. 

More later, Christine


